
WEEK 2 REMOTE LEARNING 

 

Monday 11th January 2021 

Maths 

Today you are going to be multiplying a 2-digit number by a 1-digit number. You 

will first need to watch the video below before answering the following 

questions.  

You should complete this activity on paper and then either upload to your 

folder/blog post for me to check and I can see your working out, or you can 

write the question and answer as a blog post for me to check. If you would like 

to write as a blog post, you will need to use the format: 

1. 37 X 2 = Your answer here 

I will post the answers to this on Tuesday Morning’s blog post. 

 

Monday Video - https://vimeo.com/489849543 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/489849543


English 

Today you are going to be looking at another text type; diary entries.  Have a 

read through of some of the examples below and then answer the questions set 

on Purple Mash. 

 What is a diary entry?  

 Who is a diary written for?  

 What is the purpose of a diary entry?  

 What was each diary entry about?  

 What did you notice?  

 What is the same? What is different? 

Look for the following: 

 Who is the piece written to? 

 What order are the events in? 

 What tone is used? 

 Does the author use thoughts & feelings or factual information? 

 Which tense is used to record events? 

 Which tense is used for thoughts/ feelings? 

 Is the diary entry written in 1st or 3rd person? 



 

 

 

 

 



Guided Reading 

Listen to chapter 5: How to make a Banana Sandwich- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eqQYvdPYF0 

Predict what you think will happen next.  Upload your thoughts and predictions 

to our class blog. 

 

Spellings   

This week we are learning and practising words ending with -gue and –que. 

League , tongue , antique , unique 

You can either practise using write, cover, check or try out the games on the 

spell zone link below: 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm 

 

Science 

This week we will be learning about ‘Forces’.  Watch the clip and look at the 

following slides before attempting the Pushing and Pulling Activity Sheet.  You 

need to identify and record examples of pushing and pulling.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zkw8q6f 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eqQYvdPYF0
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zkw8q6f


 

 



 

 

 

 



Tuesday 12th January 2021 

Maths 

Today you are going to continue multiplying a 2-digit number by a 1-digit number 

using the written method. You will first need to watch the video below before 

answering the following questions.  

Similar to yesterday you should complete this activity on paper and then either 

upload to your folder/blog post for me to check and I can see your working out, 

or you can write the question and answer as a blog post for me to check. If you 

would like to write as a blog post, you will need to use the format: 

1. 64 X 4 = Your answer here 

I will post the answers to this on Wednesday Morning’s blog post. 

 

Tuesday Video - https://vimeo.com/489850121 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/489850121


English 

Today you will need to identify the features of a diary entry.  Have a look 

through the PowerPoint slides below and make a list of key features on Purple 

Mash. 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Guided Reading 

Listen to chapter 6: Tom becomes a Caveman- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eqQYvdPYF0. Summarise what happens in 

this chapter.  Upload your summaries to our class blog. 

 

Spellings   

This week we are learning and practising words ending with -gue and –que. 

League , tongue , antique , unique 

You can either practise using write, cover, check or try out the games on the 

spell zone link below: 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm 

 

RE 

Set by Mrs Fitter on Purple Mash. 

 

Wednesday 13th January 2021 

Maths 

Today we are moving onto dividing a 2-digit number by a 1-digit number. Remember that 

division is the opposite operation of multiplication, therefore you can use your 

knowledge of times-tables and grouping to help you. You will first need to watch the 

video below before pausing the video when prompted and answering the questions 

below.  

It would be great if you could upload to your folder/blog post for me to check and I 

can see your working out, or you can write the question and answer as a blog post for 

me to check. I will post the answers to this on Thursday Morning’s blog post.  

Wednesday Video – https://vimeo.com/489844871 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eqQYvdPYF0
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm
https://vimeo.com/489844871


 



English 

Read the section of text you have been provided with below.  This is from ‘The 

boy who biked the world’ that you have been listening to in guided reading. 

Create a story S to sequence the events in this chapter of the book.  You can do 

this on paper and then upload to Purple Mash or email to the school account.  

 



 

Guided Reading- Listen to chapter 7: Salaam Aleikum- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eqQYvdPYF0. Answer the following 

questions that are set on Purple Mash: 

 What made learning new words in Middle East more difficult for Tom? 

 What does Salaam Aleikum mean? 

 How do you reply to this in Arabic? 

 Why did the Romans put their plans of building ‘the ultimate temple’ on 

hold? 

 Write a short description of Petra. 

 What inspired Tom to continue on with his journey? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eqQYvdPYF0


 

Spellings   

This week we are learning and practising words ending with -gue and –que. 

League , tongue , antique , unique 

You can either practise using write, cover, check or try out the games on the 

spell zone link below: 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm 

 

PE 

Watch the following video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpyLfR_-zmg&list=PLNiE-_zq9s4gPUoq-

tC5DplbceLL4v2EA 

Can you plan your own warm up activity to use next week? 

  

Thursday 14th January 2021 

Maths 

Today we are moving onto the written method for division and will be using the 

“bus stop method” to help us divide a 2-digit number by a 1-digit number.  

You will first need to watch the video below before completing questions from 

section Similar to previous days you should complete this activity on paper and 

then either upload to your folder/blog post for me to check and I can see your 

working out, or you can write the question and answer as a blog post for me to 

check. 

You only need to complete Section B however I have included Section C as a 

challenge for you if you would like one  

 

Thursday - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkiNNKYm4iA 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpyLfR_-zmg&list=PLNiE-_zq9s4gPUoq-tC5DplbceLL4v2EA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpyLfR_-zmg&list=PLNiE-_zq9s4gPUoq-tC5DplbceLL4v2EA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkiNNKYm4iA


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English 

Use your story S from yesterday to write a diary entry as Tom.  Think about all 

the key features you have identified for a diary entry and make sure you 

included them in your writing.  Use the template provided on Purple Mash to 

complete and hand in your entry. 

 

Guided Reading 

Listen to chapter 8: Tom and Mummy- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvFsZlxlT60.  Can you produce 5 questions 

based on the chapter that we can add to our class blog?  Ensure that your class 

members will be able to find evidence to support their answer from the text. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvFsZlxlT60


 

Spellings   

This week we are learning and practising words ending with -gue and –que. 

League , tongue , antique , unique 

You can either practise using write, cover, check or try out the games on the 

spell zone link below: 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm 

Theme 

Use an online search engine to research a country in Europe.  Use the worksheet 

below to guide your research and help you when writing up the information to 

compare the country to the United Kingdom.  Complete this on paper and upload 

or email to the school. 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm


Friday 15th January 2021 

Maths 

Today we will be using what we have already learnt about our 2, 4, 5 and 10 times-table 

to help us answer questions about the number 100.  

Today you will need to watch the video and ensure you have a pencil and paper to hand 

as you will need to pause the video and complete the questions. You may want to draw 

“chips & beans” to help you or you could even use items you have at home such as Lego 

blocks to represent the “chips & beans” if you prefer.  

 

There are two reasoning questions below as an added challenge that I would love you to 

answer on the blog post. Remember as it is a reasoning question it is really important 

you explain your answer.  

Friday - https://vimeo.com/489848691 

Challenge 

1.                                          2. 

 

 

English 

Use this checklist and the comments from your teacher to edit and improve 

your diary entry (on purple mash) from yesterday. 

• Dear Diary 

• Chronological order 

• Personal 

• Thoughts / Feelings 

• Past tense record events 

• Present tense- thoughts/ feelings 

• First person 

• Conversational tone 

 

https://vimeo.com/489848691


Guided Reading 

Listen to chapter 9: The border guards-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvFsZlxlT60.  After listening to this 

chapter brainstorm ideas for what you think will happen next.  Write a short 

paragraph as if you are the author of ‘the boy who biked the world’ to continue 

Tom’s journey.  Upload your summary to Purple Mash. 

 

Spellings   

This week we are learning and practising words ending with -gue and –que. 

League , tongue , antique , unique 

You can either practise using write, cover, check or try out the games on the 

spell zone link below: 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm 

 

Creative 

Today we will be learning about the Dutch artist Piet Mondrian. Look at the slides below 

to learn about primary colours, all about Piet Mondrian and his work. What do you 

notice about his work? Think about what is similar about each piece. 

You can choose to use colouring pencils, pens or paints if you wish. Using black paint or 

tape first mark out your page with rectangles and squares as all of Mondrian’s work 

used straight lines.  

Once completed you can decide which boxes you wish to fill with either red, yellow or 

blue. Ensure the colours do not mix and keep the sharp black lines.  

 

You can take a picture of your work and upload into your own folder or onto Friday’s 

blog post.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvFsZlxlT60
https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-59562.htm










 

 

 

 

 

 


